
Towards a New Town Hall 
 Which proposal do you like the best 
 Answer Choices Responses 

A 25.00% 13 
B 26.92% 14 
C 48.08% 25 
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   Respondents Why? 

 
1 

Curious if there is a large cost difference to either of 
these designs 

 2 Matches the Town's heritage  
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3 

This building feels most accessible/welcoming to the 
public. The offices are all located in one area and 
are centrally provided with reception. The public 
space is impressive and would lend to different 
types of town functions. Additionally, Option C has 
the ability to accommodate future growth within the 
building as there is plenty of space for additional 
offices when needed 

 4 Modern 
 5 I like the outdoor space and the modern look. 
 

6 

best layout (with public/council space on main floor 
and working area on 2nd floor); good location; best 
outdoor space (most interactive) 

 

7 

I THINK THIS IS A GOOD OPTION 
 
LOOKS MODERN BUT STILL LOOKS LIKE A 
MUNICIPAL BUILDING 
 
PROVIDES OPEN SPACE FOR GATHERINGS 

 

8 

Keeps a continuity of design with the new building 
by Kelly’s and an icon of design Rolph Street 
School. The refurbishing of some of the store fronts 
downtown are classic yet are modern and up to 
date. 

 

9 

The only reason I chose this one over Option B is 
because of the outdoor space and the 
welcoming/community friendly/gathering place that it 
appears to be.  I do prefer the look of the building in 
Option B as it looks more like a town Hall 

 



10 

"IF" the town needs a new building, to consolidate 
efforts and increase efficiency, ok. But I'm for a 
simple approach to get the maximum for my tax 
dollars. This building and location meets this need, 
without looking like it cost too much. 

 
11 

Looks better in my opinion and has green space. 
Also looks more inviting with seating and a stage. 

 12 It matches the feel of the town 
 13 A looks professional, approachable and long-lasting.  
 14 As above..... 
 15 More welcoming.  
 

16 

It provides a central location, ample parking, 
accessible to the public, and looks both professional 
and suited to the current structures of Tillsonburg.  

 
17 

It’s modern and seems like it would fit the new town 
slogan better. 

 

18 

None....I think they are all unnecessary and will cost 
the town too much money.  Our tax dollars are better 
spent on other things.  This looks to just be a project 
for show rather than a necessity.  

 

19 

Think that the community gathering space/courtyard 
is essential to create a sense of community and 
belonging for the citizens around "their" townhall.  

 20 more stately. Won't look dated in a decade 
 21 Just looks open and friendly 
 22 see above  
 23 Location. Heritage feel. 
 

24 

Most forward thinking. Great location. Involves 
community space. Sufficient parking. Centrally 
located but not concentrated on Broadway. 

 



25 
We don't need a new Town Hall. Renovate the 
upstairs of the Mall. Stay where you are 

 
26 

Distinguished but understated look.  Feels more like 
Tillsonburg. 

 

27 

This looks like a modern, dynamic and utilitarian 
structure.  There is a screen for public movies and 
spaces for community activities and socializing.  It 
does look very expensive. 

 

28 

D. None of the above. We need to repair the water 
park and slide as well as implementing a splashpad 
for all our youth to enjoy. This is far more important 
than new chambers. Where would said building be 
put? Thank you for the chance to have some input.  

 

29 

Best looking out of all buildings. The other 2 are not 
attractive or appealing and would probably cost 
more to build. Option a is the best in looks and price.  

 30 none of the above- unnecessary waste of money 
 

31 

Looks to be very multifunctional, with a modern 
aestetic. Looks like it will serve Tillsonburg residents 
better than the other two options. 

 

32 

None of this is necessary .  The current offices are 
perfectly accessible and there is already ample 
parking.  Its a mall.  An outdoor space for people to 
loiter is not needed.  People are not going to make 
use of any sort of gathering space at a town hall.  

 33 Since this looks more like our town. 
 



34 

None.  I don’t feel we need this.  There are many 
other things in our community the money could be 
spent on.  Why are we not fix old instead of building 
new.  The town has been notorious for building new 
things but not taking care of them then wanting to 
build something new to replace it when it becomes 
in bad shape.  

 35 Don't need it. 
 

36 

NONE OF THE ABOVE!!! This is absolutely 
ludicrous. Taxpayers cannot afford this unnecessary 
luxury. Money should be used more prudently, start 
by fixing up the Community Centre, before it 
becomes dilapidated, and fix the Pool, along with 
other town owned properties first and foremost. 
Town Council should be striving to work within their 
budget and in the best interests of all tillsonburg 
taxpayers, instead of these ludicrous pipe dreams 
and personal ego trips. TILLSONBURG CANNOT 
AFFORD ANY OF THESE TOWNHALL OPTIONS, 
IMO. As a taxpayer, I expect more from tillsonburg 
mayor & councillors. Those options are a 
JOKE.....we are a small town, not a luxurious big city 
like Toronto, Montreal, Ottawa etc., Try living within 
our means and be responsible/accountable for 
taxpayers money! 

 37 Feels like the most community focused option 
 

38 
None of them Too much of taxpayers money on a 
building 

 



39 

Although all of the above proposals are  good,  we 
believe that the Maple Lane School which is sitting 
empty would be better used for the purpose of  the 
new facility.  There is ample parking, and should you 
be required to put on additions, you can build up to 
make it  benefit the town, plus it would be far 
cheaper than building a brand new building for 
millions of dollars which the town really can't afford.   
We, as tax payers would be paying for  this new  Taj 
Mahal(AKA the County of Oxford building in 
Woodstock) for years to come.   

 
40 

As the modern looks are very nice they do not 
support the local image of the Town 

 41 Building fits the theme of our community 
 

42 

Green space around. 
 
Not crowded. 
 
Building design 
 
 

 43 I like the idea of a public square  
 44 Looks like an efficient building.  
 

45 

It has the appearance of a building that is not 
opulent and should be able to be built without too 
many cost overruns. 

 
46 

looks most appropriate that would blend into towns 
appearance. 

 47 meets the design theme for the town 
 



48 

The sense of community this option fosters. The fact 
that it seems light and airy which is the exact 
opposite of the current town staff offices. The 
location is great.  

 
49 

Appearance, green roof.  If it could be located at 
Bidwell and Bridge, that would be great. 

 50 Answered above. 
 51 More attuned to respecting the population 
 

52 

Option C has a site that provides multiple uses and I 
like that it includes community space since a Town 
Hall represents community. I like that it is a modern 
look with indoor and outdoor space. It feels the most 
welcoming.  

 
53 

Simple building, looks like it would meet the town's 
needs.  

 
54 

nicest looking building, natural lighting, very 
welcoming looking, seems very accessible 

 
55 

it develops a section of town that has not been used 
in a long time 

 

56 

I hope staff in new town hall will be happier and 
better able to do the job hired to do We are not 
Toronto! Cannot afford 

 
57 

modern/open courtyard/community building/great 
location/space to grow 

 58 none of the above 
 

59 

this design is the most interesting and well 
developed of the 3, option A would be my 2nd 
choice 

  


